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sees immediate 
results
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Introduction 

When Matt Hughes joined Gigster as Director of People Operations, 

he already had experience working with Greenhouse at a previous 

company. His first order of business: move Gigster from their old 

cumbersome reporting and inaccurate data to Greenhouse Recruiting. 

His team was growing fast, with intentions to double in size in 2018, 

and he needed a tool that could keep up and get quick company-wide 

adoption.

About
Gigster is a smart developer service combining top developers and 

designers with artificial intelligence 

Industry
Technology and AI

Company size before Greenhouse
60 employees
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Challenge

The recruiting team needed the right ATS to help them scale 

their hiring processes across the entire company with ease, 

build a winning hiring culture and create the best internal and 

external experience for everyone involved. 

 

 

Solution

With Greenhouse’s intelligent guidance, Echo has been able to 

systematically empower their employees to participate in the 

all-company hiring process and instill greater confidence in 

their recruiting teams. 

Gigster’s challenge

Hiring managers were doing their 
sourcing in silos, since collaboration 
across teams was cumbersome

Rigid recruiting process meant all 
candidates would go through the 
same interviewing stages, regardless 
of urgency or the position they 
applied to

Greenhouse’s solution

Customizable interview kits, 
candidate tracking and reports 
allowed the team to easily measure 
success

All interview reports were submitted 
on time and correctly filed
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Flexible and intuitive  
hiring process 
 

Matt knows that attracting the best talent is a team-wide effort. But 

with their previous ATS, hiring managers were doing their sourcing in 

silos, since collaboration across teams was cumbersome. This rigid 

recruiting process meant that all candidates had to go through the 

same interviewing stages, regardless of urgency or the position they 

applied to. 

Data-driven culture 
 

With the old ATS, Gigster’s data was unreliable and messy: there were 

duplicate candidates, jobs that were never posted appeared in the 

system and candidates weren’t getting tagged properly. It was a data 

nightmare. It would take an hour to pull a report, and Matt could not 

“For the first 30 days we kept a crossover 
with our previous ATS. I was checking on 
both systems to see which one people were 
using. It was like a lightswitch: no one used 
the previous tool once GH went live. That 
was a success metric in and of itself for me.”

Matt Hughes 
Director of People Operations
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reliably slice and customize it to highlight the insights team wanted to 

focus on. 

“We are a very data-focused company, data drives every decision 

we make,” says Matt. “The data migration side with Greenhouse 

was seamless. Nothing like any other ATS I’ve implemented before. 

Greenhouse quickly mapped our old data even though our previous 

ATS was a disaster. Every single mapping with Greenhouse made 

perfect sense. We finally felt confident about our candidate data.”

Solution 
 

With Greenhouse, Matt’s team could easily customize their interview 

kits, candidate tracking and reports to fit each team’s recruiting 

priorities and easily measure success. Hiring managers were on board 

and the enthusiasm across teams was contagious – all interviewing 

reports were submitted on time and correctly filed in the system. “We 

were able to see really quick impact into our metrics, especially the 

ones most important to us: speed of hiring and attracting the best 

talent.”

Results

decrease in days from 
sourcing to final hire

decrease in days from 
interview to decisions

increase in offer 
acceptance rate

growth in first year

40%

33%

15%

70%
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Greenhouse is the leading hiring software company. 

More than an ATS, we help businesses be great at  

hiring through our powerful philosophy, complete 

suite of software and services, and large partner 

ecosystem – so businesses can hire for what’s next.

To learn more, visit

greenhouse.io


